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with the custom campaign rules found in the Rulebook to play through
a custom campaign. In a custom campaign, you increase the proficiency
of your operators, improve the technology of your SLCs and other
equipment, and make other advancements such as establishing new
forward positions for your operators. In response, the Royal Navy will
make significant improvements to their harbor defenses.
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Mission 1: BG2
Birindelli alone. Birindelli approached the target
submerged. At about 70m short of the Barham, the
SLC stopped, dead in the water. Birindelli tried to
drag the craft to the target and also tried with the
warhead alone, but was eventually overcome with
fatigue and exhaustion. He decided nevertheless to
activate the warhead and tried to flee the harbor. He
was turned in by the crew of a ship where he had
tried to hide. Paccagnini was fished out of the water
in the morning. Both were taken prisoner.

Mission Overview

The submarine Scirè, commanded by Junio Valerio
Borghese, left La Spezia on 21 October 1940, with
three SLCs in their pressure-resistant canisters and
four crews. The primary crews were Birindelli with
Paccagnini, Tesei with Pedretti, and Durand de la
Penne with Bianchi, while the reserve crew consisted
of Bertozzi with Viglioli.
The Scirè arrived in Algeciras Bay on 29 October.
Borghese positioned it a few hundred meters from
the mouth of the river Guadarranque, well within
Algeciras Bay and directly opposite the Rock. This
would also serve as the drop-off position in missions
BG3 and BG4. The crews were assigned their
targets: the battleships HMS Barham and HMS
Renown.

The mission was a failure, mainly due to the faults in
the crafts, but it had important consequences: one
SLC was found by the British and triggered into
motion their countermeasures. Another failed to selfdestruct and was found intact on the beach at La
Linea by the Spanish. The British were allowed to
take some pictures, but not to take it with them.

All operators had difficulties with their SLCs right
after extraction from the canisters: Birindelli’s and
Durand de la Penne’s had trouble with the ballast
pumps and the crafts could not stay surfaced.
Durand de la Penne’s had also issues with the
batteries and the craft eventually suffered an internal
explosion that forced the crew to abandon the
mission. Tesei and his second operator were plagued
by troubles with their breathing gear, and also the
spare gear was found faulty. This, coupled with the
difficulty of keeping the craft surfaced, led Tesei to
the decision of aborting the mission. They separated
the warhead and set the self-destruction mechanism
and let the craft sink. Both crews swam to safety on
the beach at La Linea where they were picked up by
agents of the Italian secret service and eventually
repatriated to Italy.

Mission Setup
Note: The setup presented here is the same as the
setup in the rulebook.
1) Game Board (1)
Place the Gibraltar game board in the center of the
play area.
2) Cargo Ship Counters (3)
Place three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the
designated spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship
counters will not be used.

Birindelli and Paccagnini pressed on despite the
difficulties with the buoyancy of the craft. Eventually,
Paccagnini’s breathing gear was also found faulty and
he had to use the spare one. They used the line of
ships in the roadstead to cover their approach to the
inner harbor and three hours and forty minutes after
leaving the submarine, they passed the inner harbor
obstructions on the surface undetected. Their target
— the Barham — was a mere 250m dead ahead when
Paccagnini’s oxygen ran empty and he had to leave

3) Navy Counters (11)
Find the 11 Navy counters that match the list on the
setup diagram. Place the Barham, Renown, Furious,
and Sheffield counters face-up on the designated
spaces. Place the other eight Navy counters face-up
on any of the indicated spaces. The remaining Navy
counters will not be used.
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Gibraltar / 30 October 1940
4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (3)
Find the La Spezia card in the Forward Positioning
Deck and place it near the game board. Place one
Surge token on each SLC on the Breathing Gear
space. The remaining Forward Positioning Deck
cards and Surge tokens will not be used.

5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (0)
The Harbor Defense cards will not be used.

6) Patrol Craft Counters (4)
Place the four Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-4
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.
14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Birindelli/Paccagnini (SLC 1)
• Tesei/Pedretti (SLC 2)
• Durand de la Penne/Bianchi (SLC 3)

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.
9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.

15) Skill Tokens (2)
Place Skill tokens as follows:
• SLC 1: None
• SLC 2: Place a 2 Skill token on Repair
• SLC 3: Place a 2 Skill token on Stamina

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (1): I.A.C. Mod. 49/bis
Improved
• SLC (1): SLC Prototype
• Warhead (1): Single Warhead, Circular
Mounting, Infl atable Ring
• Wetsuit (1): Vestito Belloni

16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank
Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.
17) Warhead Tokens (3)
Place one Warhead token on each SLC sheet. The
remaining Warhead tokens will not be used.
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Mission 2: BG3
Visintini and his crew also reached a target, but they
had to stop the attack because it turned out to be a
hospital ship. They chose another target, but that
turned out to be a Swiss ship. The third attempt was
also abandoned when, in closing toward the vessel,
they realized it was too small. Time was running out
and they finally settled for a nearby merchant ship.
While in the process of detaching the warhead and
attaching it to the target, the SLC sank to the bottom
of the sea and the crew was unable to save it.

Mission Overview

Mission BG3 was to be similar in most respects to the
previous attack on Gibraltar. The main new element
was the introduction of the pre-positioning of the
operators closer to the target, to be picked up by a
submarine. In the case of Gibraltar, the pick-up
point was to be the ship Fulgor. The merchant ship
had been interned in Cadiz, Spain at the start of the
hostilities and was secretly converted to a submarine
support ship (mainly for fuel and torpedo
replenishment).

All three crewmen were able to swim to safety and
were picked up by the Italian secret service.

The submarine Scirè left La Spezia on 15 May 1941
with three SLCs in their canisters. These were of the
latest type — Series 100. On 22 May she passed the
Strait of Gibraltar on her way out to Cadiz, where
on the 23 May, she picked up the SLC crews: the
primary crews were Catalano with Giannoni, Vesco
with Franchi and Visintini with Magro. In reserve
were Marceglia with Schergat.

Mission Setup
1) Game Board (1)
Place the Gibraltar game board in the center of the
play area.

On 26 May, the Scirè reached the drop-off point near
the mouth of the river Guadarranque. Franchi had
to be replaced by Marceglia due to illness.
Furthermore, Captain Borghese was informed that
all the important warships had left the inner harbor.
It was therefore decided to target the merchants in
the roadstead instead. The three SLCs were released,
but Vesco’s refused to start. Catalano then decided to
detach the warhead, sink the SLC and split the crew
among the other two SLCs. Marceglia went with
Catalano and Giannoni, while Vesco and his
warhead joined the other crew.

2) Cargo Ship Counters (3)
Place three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the
designated spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship
counters will not be used.
3) Navy Counters (6)
Find the six Navy counters that match the list on the
setup diagram. Place the six Navy counters face-up
on any of the indicated spaces. The remaining Navy
counters will not be used.

Catalano managed to reach a ship and his two mates
started to work on the warhead. At this point
Marceglia collapsed and the SLC fell to the bottom
of the sea. Catalano and Giannoni had to abort the
mission, but they were able to revive Marceglia, and
all three swam to La Linea.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.
5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.
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Gibraltar / 27 May 1941
6) Patrol Craft Counters (4)
Place the four Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-4
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (1)
Place the Defense Level 1 Harbor Defense card
(Searchlights) on the game board, covering the
Searchlights space. The remaining Harbor Defense
cards will not be used.

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.

8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.

14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Catalano/Giannoni (SLC 1)
• Visintini/Magro (SLC 2)
• Vesco/Marceglia (SLC 3)

9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.
10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (1): I.A.C. Mod. 49/bis
Improved
• SLC (2): Series 100
• Warhead (2): Single Warhead, Circular
Mounting, Hook and Wire
• Wetsuit (1): Vestito Belloni

15) Skill Tokens (0)
The Skill tokens will not be used.
16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank
Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (7)
Find the Cadiz card in the Forward Positioning Deck
and place it near the game board. Place two Surge
tokens on SLCs 1 and 3 on the Breathing Gear
space. Place three Surge tokens on SLC 2 on the
Breathing Gear space. The remaining Forward
Positioning Deck cards and Surge tokens will not be
used.

17) Warhead Tokens (3)
Place one Warhead token on each SLC sheet. The
remaining Warhead tokens will not be used.
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Mission 3: BG4
Visintini and Magro dueled it out with at least two
patrol boats, but were able to shake them off and
make for the inner harbor, passing the obstructions
submerged. Again, the untimely hour prompted a
change of target because it was too late to reach
HMS Ark Royal at the far section of the harbor. Given
the choice between a cruiser and a series of tankers,
the crew chose one of the latter because the cruiser
was too close to some continuous underwater
explosions, and they also hoped that the oil carried
by the tanker could be set on fire by the explosion of
the warhead. After another textbook approach, the
huge tanker was attacked and sunk.

Mission Overview

Faithfully replicating the scheme of BG3, the next
mission was set for when the hours of darkness at
night had become sufficiently long and moonless.
Most of the operators were the same as from the
previous mission: Catalano with Giannoni, Vesco
with Zozzoli, and Visintini with Magro as prime,
with Marceglia and Schergat in reserve.
The Scirè left La Spezia on 10 September 1941 with
three SLCs of an even more advanced model (Series
200), picked up the operators from the Fulgor in
Cadiz on 18 September, and was in position to
release the crafts the following night. Based on the
latest intelligence, the targets assigned were Catalano
and Vesco on HMS Nelson, and Visintini on HMS Ark
Royal.

All three crews reached the beach of La Linea and
were repatriated.

Vesco and Zozzoli had a textbook mission until, 50m
from the inner harbor entrance, they heard and felt
at least six explosions, while also dodging several
patrol boats. Fearing that their position had been
compromised and not wanting to risk raising the
alarm, they elected to attack merchant shipping in
the roadstead. Aside from some issues with their
breathing gear, they managed a perfect attack and
eventually sank a tanker.

Mission Setup
1) Game Board (1)
Place the Gibraltar game board in the center of the
play area.
2) Cargo Ship Counters (6)
Place the Denbydale, Durham, Fiona Shell and
three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the designated
spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship counters will not
be used.

Catalano and Giannoni had a similar experience
trying to enter the inner harbor, and also resolved to
attack merchant shipping in the roadstead instead.
The first target they chose had a tender in the water
and they did not want to risk being discovered. Their
second target, after they had secured the warhead,
turned out to be an Italian ship captured by the
British, and the operators chose not to attack it and
removed the warhead. At this point, it was getting
very late, and whichever target they picked would
have to be their final choice. They sunk a very large
armed merchant.

3) Navy Counters (9)
Find the nine Navy counters that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place the Nelson, Ark Royal,
Sheffield, Forth, and Hermione counters face-up on
the designated spaces. Place the other four Navy
counters face-up on any of the indicated spaces. The
remaining Navy counters will not be used.
4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.
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Gibraltar / 20 September 1941
5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (2)
Place the Defense Level 1 and 2 Harbor Defense
cards on the game board, covering the Searchlights
and Patrol Craft Response (Surfaced) spaces. The
remaining Harbor Defense cards will not be used.

6) Patrol Craft Counters (6)
Place the six Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-6
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.

14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Catalano/Giannoni (SLC 1)
• Vesco/Zozzoli (SLC 2)
• Visintini/Magro (SLC 3)

8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.
9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the board.

15) Skill Tokens (3)
Place Skill tokens as follows:
• SLC 1: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot
• SLC 2: Place a 2 Skill token on Ops
• SLC 3: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (1): I.A.C. Mod. 49/bis
Improved
• SLC (2): Series 100
• Warhead (2): Single Warhead, Circular
Mounting, Hook and Wire
• Wetsuit (1): Vestito Belloni

16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank
Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (7)
Find the Cadiz card in the Forward Positioning Deck
and place it near the game board. Place two Surge
tokens on SLCs 1 and 2 on the Breathing Gear
space. Place three Surge tokens on SLC 3 on the
Breathing Gear space. The remaining Forward
Positioning Deck cards and Surge tokens will not be
used.

17) Warhead Tokens (3)
Place one Warhead token on each SLC sheet. The
remaining Warhead tokens will not be used.
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Mission 4: GA3
SLC was about 20 meters from the target. He then
dragged the craft until it was under the vessel. On
the verge of exhaustion, he finally managed to lay it
under the keel of the ship. In all of this he had lost
track of his second operator. They were eventually
both fished from the water and captured by the
British.

Mission Overview

After the two early attempts in 1940, Alexandria had
been removed from the spotlight and was no longer
high on the list of targets. But in the fall of 1941 the
strategic situation had radically changed: HMS Nelson
had been damaged off Sardinia and HMS Ark Royal
had been sunk by a u-boat, leaving HMS Queen
Elizabeth and HMS Valiant as the sole battleships
available in the Eastern Mediterranean. It was
therefore necessary to take a gamble as the reward
would greatly offset any risk.

Marceglia and Schergat also had a textbook
approach, and managed to detach their warhead and
attach it to their target, HMS Queen Elizabeth. They
also were able to land, after having scuttled the SLC,
and move further along their escape route, reaching
Rosetta. They were finally arrested by the Egyptian
police in the afternoon of 20 December, and handed
over to the British.

Using the proven principle of picking up the
operators closer to the target, Leros was used as a
forward base. Once again, the Scirè was captained by
Borghese and loaded with three of the latest SLCs in
their pressure-resistant canisters, and the crews were
also among the most experienced: Durand de la
Penne with Bianchi, Marceglia with Schergat, and
Martellotta with Marino. This time, two full crews in
reserve were taken along: Feltrinelli with Favale, and
Spaccarelli with Memoli.

Martellotta and Marino failed to find the reported
aircraft carrier (there was none) and went for their
alternate target. After attaching the warhead, they
discovered that it was a cruiser and not a tanker.
They decided to look for a tanker and finally found
one, and successfully attacked it. They were able to
scuttle their SLC, but were arrested by the Egyptian
police at the gate of the harbor.

The drop-off point was reached early in the evening
on 18 December 1941, after the Scirè dodged a
minefield by hugging the sea floor. Targets were
assigned: Durand de la Penne on HMS Valiant,
Marceglia on HMS Queen Elizabeth, and Martellotta
was to scout for an aircraft carrier. If none was
found, he was to attack a large tanker instead.

All three targets were sunk early in the morning of
the 19th.

The SLCs gained access to the inner harbor by
following a group of three destroyers through the
harbor obstructions.

Mission Setup
1) Game Board (1)
Place the Alexandria game board in the center of the
play area.

Durand de la Penne and Bianchi reached HMS
Valiant. While everything seemed to be going
perfectly, the effects of the cold started to affect
Durand de la Penne - his wetsuit had been ripped
while extracting the SLC from the submarine, and he
eventually lost control of the SLC while under the
keel of the target. When he found it again, he
discovered that the screw had jammed and that the

2) Cargo Ship Counters (4)
Place the Sagona and three Cargo Ship counters
face-up on the designated spaces. The remaining
Cargo Ship counters will not be used.
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Alexandria / 19 December 1941
3) Navy Counters (15)
Find the 15 Navy counters that match the list on the
setup diagram. Place the Queen Elizabeth, Valiant,
Abdiel, and Carlisle counters face-up on the
designated spaces. Place the other 11 Navy counters
face-up on any of the indicated spaces. The
remaining Navy counters will not be used.

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (6)
Find the Leros card in the Forward Positioning Deck
and place it near the game board. Place two Surge
tokens on each SLC on the Breathing Gear space.
The remaining Forward Positioning Deck cards and
Surge tokens will not be used.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (3)
Place the Defense Level 1-3 Harbor Defense cards
on the game board, covering the Searchlights, Patrol
Craft Response (Surfaced), and Patrol Craft Attack
spaces. The remaining Harbor Defense cards will not
be used.

5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.

6) Patrol Craft Counters (6)
Place the six Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-6
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.

14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Durand de la Penne/Bianchi (SLC 1)
• Marceglia/Schergat (SLC 2)
• Martellota/Marino (SLC 3)

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.

15) Skill Tokens (2)
Place Skill tokens as follows:
• SLC 1: Place a 2 Skill token on Ops and Stamina
• SLC 2: None
• SLC 3: None

9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.
10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (1): I.A.C. Mod. 49/bis
Improved
• SLC (3): Series 200
• Warhead (2): Single Warhead, Circular
Mounting, Hook and Wire
• Wetsuit (1): Vestito Belloni

16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank
Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.
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17) Warhead Tokens (3)
Place one Warhead token on each SLC sheet. The
remaining Warhead tokens will not be used.

Mission 5: GA4
Mission Overview

Mission Setup

In the spring of 1942, the Royal Navy had
practically no battleships remaining in the
Mediterranean, but aerial reconnaissance showed
that work was well underway to repair HMS Queen
Elizabeth in the floating drydock in Alexandria.
Furthermore, Axis supply lines to North Africa were
continually threatened by British submarines, making
the submarine tender HMS Medway, at anchor in
Alexandria, another strategic target. It was deemed
that neither the Italian Air Force nor the Luftwaffe
had a likely chance to take both out of action.
Therefore, Italy planned another mission targeting
the port.

1) Game Board (1)
Place the Alexandria game board in the center of the
play area.
2) Cargo Ship Counters (3)
Place three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the
designated spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship
counters will not be used.
3) Navy Counters (13)
Find the 13 Navy counters that match the list on the
setup diagram. Place the Queen Elizabeth, Medway,
and Coventry counters face-up on the designated
spaces. Place the other 10 Navy counters face-up on
any of the indicated spaces. The remaining Navy
counters will not be used.

The scheme was the same as the previous mission,
including the stop in Leros. This time, though, the
submarine was the Ambra, commanded by Mario
Arillo, Borghese having taken full responsibility of
the underwater division of the Decima Flottiglia
MAS after the last success. The primary crews were
Chersi with Beuck, Feltrinelli with Favale, and
Spaccarelli with Memoli. The reserves included:
Magello with Morbelli and Lazzari. Chersi fell sick
after leaving Leros, so he and Beuck were replaced
by Magello and Morbelli. Feltrinelli and Favale were
to attack HMS Medway while the others attacked the
floating drydock.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.
5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.

The mission was a failure mainly due to the fact that
the SLCs were dropped several thousand meters to
the west of the required position. Furthermore,
Feltrinelli’s SLC failed to start altogether right after
the extraction from the canister. The other two crews
also reported very strong opposition in the form of
aggressive patrol boats and random depth charges.
They both scuttled their SLCs having failed to locate
the harbor entrance.

6) Patrol Craft Counters (6)
Place the six Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-6
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.
7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.

All three crews were arrested as soon as they landed.
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Alexandria / 14 May 1942
9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.
14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Magello/Morbelli (SLC 1)
• Feltrinelli/Favale (SLC 2)
• Spaccarelli/Memoli (SLC 3)

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (2): G.50
• SLC (3): Series 200
• Warhead (2): Single Warhead, Circular
Mounting, Hook and Wire
• Wetsuit (1): Vestito Belloni

15) Skill Tokens (0)
The Skill tokens will not be used.
16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (6)
Find the Leros card in the Forward Positioning Deck
and place it near the game board. Place two Surge
tokens on each SLC on the Breathing Gear space.
The remaining Forward Positioning Deck cards and
Surge tokens will not be used.

Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (4)
Place the Defense Level 1-4 Harbor Defense cards
on the game board, covering the Searchlights, Patrol
Craft Response (Surfaced), Patrol Craft Attack, and
Anti-Torpedo Net spaces. The remaining Harbor
Defense cards will not be used.

17) Warhead Tokens (3)
Place one Warhead token on each SLC sheet. The
remaining Warhead tokens will not be used.
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Mission 6: BG5
In the end, the British defenses of the inner harbor
proved impossible to overcome: Visintini and Magro
were killed by depth charges while passing the
obstructions of the North Gate. Some sources claim
that they were killed when the obstructions were
opened on top of them. Manisco and Varini were
intercepted just outside of the same gate and
captured, triggering the full harbor defenses. Cella
and Leone arrived after this and realized they had no
hope and turned around, trying to escape. Cella was
able to make it back to the Olterra, but he discovered
that he was alone when he was a few hundred yards
from the secret base. Leone had been killed in the
chase.

Mission Overview

By mid-1942, the Italians had realized that attempts
to penetrate the inner harbor in Gibraltar would
almost certainly fail. Instead, they began attacking
merchant shipping anchored in the roadstead using
their assault frogmen based in a small villa not far
from the beach of La Linea, near Puenta Mallorca.
At the same time, while reconnoitering the area for a
forward base, they discovered that there was an
interned Italian tanker in Algeciras, which had been
scuttled at the start of the hostilities, the Olterra.
The ship was commandeered from its owner and
transformed into a secret base for the SLCs over the
course of the summer of 1942. The SLCs were
transferred there, dismantled into crates, and
disguised as pieces of machinery for the ship to be
refit and then sold to some non-existent Spanish
firm. They were reassembled in a secret workshop
deep in the belly of the ship, and could enter and
exit their nest through a door which purportedly
opened near the bow.

Mission Setup
1) Game Board (1)
Place the Gibraltar game board in the center of the
play area.

The first mission from the new secret base took place
on the night of the 7 December 1942. At this point
of the war, the military harbor of Gibraltar had once
again assumed a pivotal role in light of the
preparation of Operation Torch, while remaining
rich in merchant targets in the roadstead. For this
first mission, the priority was given to the large
warships in the inner harbor: battleships and aircraft
carriers.

2) Cargo Ship Counters (3)
Place three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the
designated spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship
counters will not be used.
3) Navy Counters (18)
Find the 18 Navy counters that match the list on the
setup diagram. Place the Nelson, Formidable,
Furious, and Charybdis counters face-up on the
designated spaces. Place the other 14 Navy counters
face-up on any of the indicated spaces. The
remaining Navy counters will not be used.

Based on direct observation from the Olterra, the
targets were assigned: Visintini with Magro to attack
HMS Nelson (Visintini was also the acting commander
of the secret base), Manisco with Varini on HMS
Formidable, and Cella with Leone on HMS Furious.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.

Visintini’s SLC suffered no issues, but the other crews
had some difficulties, which forced them to come
back and attempt immediate repairs. This delayed
and fragmented their departures.

5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.
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Gibraltar / 8 December 1942
6) Patrol Craft Counters (6)
Place the six Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-6
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.
14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Visintini/Magro (SLC 1)
• Manisco/Varini (SLC 2)
• Cella/Leone (SLC 3)

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.
9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.

15) Skill Tokens (2)
Place Skill tokens as follows:
• SLC 1: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot and Ops
• SLC 2: None
• SLC 3: None

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (2): G.50
• SLC (3): Series 200
• Warhead (2): Single Warhead, Circular
Mounting, Hook and Wire
• Wetsuit (2): Light Wetsuit

16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank
Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.
17) Warhead Tokens (3)
Place one Warhead token on each SLC sheet. The
remaining Warhead tokens will not be used.

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (11)
Find the Olterra card in the Forward Positioning
Deck and place it near the board. Place four Surge
tokens on SLCs 1 and 3 on the Breathing Gear
space. Place three Surge tokens on SLC 2 on the
Breathing Gear space. The remaining Forward
Positioning Deck cards will not be used.
12) Harbor Defense Cards (5)
Place the Defense Level 1-5 Harbor Defense cards
on the game board, covering the Searchlights, Patrol
Craft Response (Surfaced), Patrol Craft Attack,
Shore Base Mortar, and Anti-Torpedo Net spaces.
The remaining Harbor Defense cards will not be
used.
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Mission 7: NA1
Mission Overview

Of the three, Reggioli and Pamolli had a textbook
mission: they successfully attacked two different
ships, and then tried to return to the Ambra at the
pick-up point.

With the launch of Operation Torch, the Axis were
desperate to find a way to stop the Allies and within
this timeframe, the Decima Flottiglia MAS was
tasked with attacking the port of Algiers, or, if found
empty by the aerial reconnaissance, they were to
divert to Mers-el-Kebir or Orano for worthier
targets. This attack was the first and only combined
employment of SLCs and assault frogmen. The
Ambra was used again, with three SLCs on deck and
ten assault divers. The SLC crews included Badessi
with Pesel, Arena with Cocchi, Reggioli with Pamolli,
and Jacobacci with Battaglia in reserve.

In the end, none of the operators were able to find
the submarine, and all were taken prisoner.

Mission Setup
1) Game Board (1)
Place the Algiers game board in the center of the
play area.

The mission was also the first in which the SLCs
employed the tandem warhead, since the high
command was interested primarily in creating
maximum damage. The assault frogmen were to
concentrate their attacks on the merchant shipping in
the roadstead, while the SLC primary targets were
aircraft carriers, battleships, cruisers, and large troop
transport in the inner harbor. Another first was that
the Ambra was supposed to wait for both the SLC
operators and the assault divers, and pick them up
after the mission.

2) Cargo Ship Counters (6)
Place the Amattan, Berto, Empire Centaur, Ocean
Vanquisher, and three Cargo Ship counters face-up
on the designated spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship
counters will not be used.
3) Navy Counters (9)
Find the nine Navy counters that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place the Formidable counter
face-up on the designated space. Place the other
eight Navy counters face-up on any of the indicated
spaces. The remaining Navy counters will not be
used.

The submarine encountered some difficulties, first
due to a storm at sea, and later in getting close
enough to release the SLCs and the assault divers,
which occurred very late in the night. This excluded
any possibility for the SLCs to reach the inner harbor
before daylight.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.

Badessi and Pesel had difficulties with their SLC
keeping depth, and were eventually forced to
abandon the mission. Arena was sick, but decided to
press on with the mission. He and Cocchi were
eventually able to attack a merchant ship, but due to
his physical condition, Arena attached both
warheads to that target and then went back trying to
find the Ambra.

5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.
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Algiers / 12 December 1942
6) Patrol Craft Counters (6)
Place the six Patrol Craft counters numbered 1-6
near the game board. The remaining Patrol Craft
counters will not be used.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (6)
Place the Defense Level 1-6 Harbor Defense cards
on the game board, covering the Searchlights, Patrol
Craft Response (Surfaced), Patrol Craft Attack,
Shore Base Mortar, Anti-Torpedo Net, and
Underwater Dive Team spaces. The remaining
Harbor Defense cards will not be used.

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.

9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.

14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Badessi/Pesel (SLC 1)
• Arena/Cocchi (SLC 2)
• Reggiolo/Pamolli (SLC 3)

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (2): G.50
• SLC (3): Series 200
• Warhead (3): Tandem Warhead, Hook and
Wire (Longitudinal Screw)
• Wetsuit (1): Vestito Belloni

15) Skill Tokens (0)
The Skill tokens will not be used.
16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (3)
Find the La Spezia card in the Forward Positioning
Deck and place it near the game board. Place three
Surge tokens on each SLC on the Breathing Gear
space. The remaining Forward Positioning Deck
cards and Surge tokens will not be used.

Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.
17) Warhead Tokens (6)
Place two Warhead tokens on each SLC sheet.
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Mission 8: BG6
Mission Overview

All operators made it back to the Olterra together
with their craft before the break of day. Three ships
were sunk.

In the desperate effort to contain the Allied troops
pouring into North Africa, the Decima Flottiglia
MAS looked again at the large number of convoys
assembling in the Gibraltar roadstead. They could
reach the convoys easily from the Olterra, while still
defying British efforts to detect their base of
operations.

Mission Setup

While the group of operators had been decimated
the previous winter during BG5, new recruits were
trained in Italy and then sent to the secret base,
together with new SLC craft.

1) Game Board (1)
Place the Gibraltar game board in the center of the
play area.

After direct observation of the targets from the
bridge of the Olterra, Ernesto Notari, commander of
the detachment, picked the night of 7 May 1943 for
the attack, having just observed “35 ships assembling
in the roadstead…most were of the Liberty class…”
during the day.

2) Cargo Ship Counters (6)
Place the Cameratta, Mashud, Pat Harrison, and
three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the designated
spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship counters will not
be used.
3) Navy Counters (8)
Find the eight Navy counters that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place the King George V,
Malaya, and Rodney counters face-up on the
designated spaces. Place the other five Navy counters
face-up on any of the indicated spaces. The
remaining Navy counters will not be used.

Notari was to go with Lazzari as his second operator,
in addition to Tadini with Mattera, as well as Cella
(the only survivor of the previous mission) with
Montalenti.
As before in the mission against Algiers, each SLC
had a tandem warhead to be able to attack two ships,
and the operators were also provided with additional
satchel charges to increase the chances of sinking the
targets.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.

Despite the tandem warhead, none of the crews were
able to attack more than one merchant each, mainly
due to a very bright phosphorescent wake, which
limited their speed on the surface, thus making them
late. There was also a very strong current under the
targets, which made them struggle to gain the proper
positioning under the keel, losing even more precious
time and increasing their fatigue. All crews reported
an aggressive vigilance on the part of several patrol
boats, and Cella was actively depth-charged several
times, though he was able to avoid significant
damage.

5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.
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Gibraltar / 8 May 1943
6) Patrol Craft Counters (7)
Place all seven Patrol Craft counters near the game
board.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.
14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Notari/Lazzari (SLC 1)
• Tadini/Mattera (SLC 2)
• Cella/Montalenti (SLC 3)

7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.
9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.

15) Skill tokens (1)
Place Skill Tokens as follows:
• SLC 1: None
• SLC 2: None
• SLC 3: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (2): G.50
• SLC (3): Series 200
• Warhead (3): Tandem Warhead, Hook and
Wire (Longitudinal Screw)
• Wetsuit (2): Light Wetsuit

16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank
Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (9)
Find the Olterra card in the Forward Positioning
Deck and place it near the game board. Place three
Surge tokens on each SLC on the Breathing Gear
space. The remaining Forward Positioning Deck
cards and Surge tokens will not be used.

17) Warhead Tokens (6)
Place two Warhead tokens on each SLC sheet.

12) Harbor Defense Cards (7)
Place the Defense Level 1-7 Harbor Defense cards
on the game board, covering the Searchlights, Patrol
Craft Response (Surfaced), Patrol Craft Attack,
Shore Base Mortar, Anti-Torpedo Net, Underwater
Dive Team, and Patrol Craft Response (Submerged)
spaces. The remaining Harbor Defense cards will not
be used.
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Mission 9: BG7
Mission Overview

Mission Setup

Built on the success of the previous mission, BG7
was to be identical in planning and execution.

1) Game Board (1)
Place the Gibraltar game board in the center of the
play area.

The main differences were, Notari was now paired
with Gianoli instead of Lazzari, and the SLCs now
had only one warhead. It is unclear from historical
records if these were left over from the previous
mission or were the single, large warheads which had
been used to attack warships.

2) Cargo Ship Counters (6)
Place the Cameratta, Mashud, Pat Harrison, and
three Cargo Ship counters face-up on the designated
spaces. The remaining Cargo Ship counters will not
be used.

Tadini with Mattera and Cella with Montalenti had
flawless missions, attacking their targets and then
making it back to the Olterra with the SLC craft.
They only reported very strong opposition in the
form of several aggressive patrol boats with
launchers that projected depth charges in random
sequences.

3) Navy Counters (9)
Find the nine Navy counters that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place the Illustrious, Indomitable,
Charybdis, and Scylla counters face-up on the
designated spaces. Place the other five Navy counters
face-up on any of the indicated spaces. The
remaining Navy counters will not be used.

Notari and Gianoli had more issues. Facing
difficulties in detaching the warhead, Notari’s
breathing gear letting water in, and poor control of
the craft, they were eventually separated. Notari was
able to return to the Olterra with the SLC, while
Gianoli kept quiet next to his target broadside for a
few hours, and then asked to be lifted on board, and
thus taken prisoner. The British tried to find the
charge, but it went off before they could locate it,
killing one sentry guarding the prisoner.

4) SLC Counters (3)
Place the three SLC counters on the indicated
spaces. You can orient the SLC counters in any
direction at the start of the game. The SLC counters
begin with their surfaced side face-up.
5) Time Token (1)
Place the Time token on the 0030 space of the Time
Track.

Three ships were sunk.

6) Patrol Craft Counters (7)
Place all seven Patrol Craft counters near the game
board.
7) Detected Tokens (3)
Place the three Detected tokens near the game
board.
8) Dice (5)
Place the five dice near the game board.
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Gibraltar / 4 August 1943
9) Alert Deck (36 cards)
Shuffle the Alert Deck and place it face-down near
the game board.

13) SLC Sheets (3)
Place the three SLC sheets near the game board.

10) Faults Deck (18 cards)
Find the 18 Faults Deck cards that match the
Technology list on the setup diagram, using the
symbol in the upper left corner. Shuffle these cards
together to form the Faults Deck. The remaining
Faults Deck cards will not be used. The Faults Deck
cards for this mission include:
• Breathing Gear (2): G.50
• SLC (3): Series 200
• Warhead (3): Tandem Warhead, Hook and
Wire (Longitudinal Screw)
• Wetsuit (2): Light Wetsuit

14) Operator Cards (3)
Find the three Operator cards that match the list on
the setup diagram. Place them on the SLC sheets,
with the readied side face-up. The remaining
Operator cards will not be used. The Operator cards
for this mission include:
• Notari/Gianoli (SLC 1)
• Tadini/Mattera (SLC 2)
• Cella/Montalenti (SLC 3)
15) Skill Tokens (6)
Place Skill tokens as follows:
• SLC 1: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot and Ops
• SLC 2: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot and Ops
• SLC 3: Place a 2 Skill token on Pilot and a 3 Skill
token on Ops

11) Forward Positioning Card (1) and Surge
Tokens (10)
Find the Olterra card in the Forward Positioning
Deck and place it near the game board. Place three
Surge tokens on SLCs 1 and 2 on the Breathing
Gear space. Place four Surge tokens on SLC 3 on
the Breathing Gear space. The remaining Forward
Positioning Deck cards and Surge token will not be
used.

16) SLC Tokens (15)
Place one SLC token on the following spaces on each
SLC sheet:
• Wetsuit
• Transmission
• Ballast Tank

12) Harbor Defense Cards (7)
Place the Defense Level 1-5, 7, and 8 Harbor
Defense cards on the game board, covering the
Searchlights, Patrol Craft Response (Surfaced), Patrol
Craft Attack, Shore Base Mortar, Anti-Torpedo Net,
Patrol Craft Response (Submerged), and Underwater
Dive Team spaces. The Underwater Dive Team level
6 card will not be used.

Place two SLC tokens on the Battery space on each
SLC sheet.
17) Warhead Tokens (6)
Place two Warhead tokens on each SLC sheet.
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